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The Permanent Delegation of Portugal to UNESCO presents its compli rnents

to the Permanent Delegations of Member States and Observer Missions accredited

to UNESCO, and has the honor to enclose herewith the information relating to the

:W 16 edition of the Caiousre Gu lbenkian Prize.

1 he Permanent Delegation of Portugal to UNESCO avails itself of this

opportunity to renew to the Permanent Delegations of l tlember States and Observer
, ' ~... -,-

Members accredited 10 t:NESCO the assurances of its hiuhest cousideratieu, C"tf7-" .:'~: "
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Established ll1 LL bon in t 956. the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation irns at fostering knowledge

and raising overall living standards through the fields of arts, chanty, science and education

As pan of the commemorations of its 60th anniversary, the Foundation awards the Prize Calouste

Gulbenkianin a ceremony to be held on July zo" in Lisbon.

The Calouste Gulbenkian Prize seeks to distinguish an individual or instrtution whose actions

have made a decisive contribution to. and have a significant impact on, the promotion of

UI1IVer:;at \aille~ and nrmc.ptcs. oy the respect tor di ersiry, a culture of tolerance and the

conservation ofrhe environment.

This Prize of € 250,000 is decided by the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation Board of Trustees,

based on a proposal submitted by an international jury chaired by former President of the

Republic. ~v11 Jorge S:t111Dalo. which also includes, among Others. former President of Cape

Verde, Mr Pedro Pires, and HRH Princess Rym Ali of Jordan.

Amongst former laureates of the Prize are the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra (2012), the Library

of Alexandria (2013), the Community of Sant'Egidio (2014) and Dr. Denis Mukwege (20J 5),

Nominations should be submitted by Apnl 15, 2016, and according to the Regulations attached.

Further information can be obtained on the website a
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CALOUSTE GULBENK~1\I PRIZE

REGULATION

INTRODUCTION

Caloustc Gulbcnkiau's long path, from his childhood in Istanbul to the latter
years of his lift> in LIsbon (emblematic cities at the eastern and western edges of
Europe), shaped his personality and influenced the Foundation that he decided to
create in Portugal as a Portuguese institution.

A pioneer in the oil industry, a demanding art collector, a diplomat and
philanthropist, Calouste Gulbenkian was a perfect example of the synthesis of the
eastern culture of his birth and origins, and the western culture in which he was
educated and lived. Other revealing features of his character were his great
sensitivity towards the harmony of nature and a particular taste for admiring its
beauty.

Naturally, the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation's activities reflect these
characteristics of the founder's personality and aim to support efforts to foster
the universal values inherent to the human condition, respect for diversity and
difference, a culture of tolerance and the conservation of the environment in
man's relationship with nature.

ARTICLEl
Objective and Duration
1. The Calouste Gulbenldan Prize (hereafter "the Prize") will distinguish an
individual or institution whose thoughts or actions make a derisive contribution
to, and have significant impact on understanding, defending or fostering the
universal values of the human condition: namely, the respect for diversity and
difference, a culture of tolerance and the conservation of the environment in
man's relationship with nature.
2. The Prize win be in existence for five years.

ARTICLE 2

Value and Term
The Prize of €250.000 (two hundred and fifty thousand euros) will be awarded
annually.
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(;?: CA OUSTE GULBENKIAf'.io FOUNDATION

ARTICLE 3
Decision-making process
1. The decision to award the Prize will be the sole responsibility of the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation Board of Trustees, based on a proposal made by an
independent panel formed for that purpose.
2. The aforementioned panel w111comprise five to seven Portuguese or foreign
individuals of acknowledged merit, chosen by the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation Board of Trustees. The decision will be taken by a simple majoritv.
:~.Exceptionally, the Prize may be jointly awarded ex aequo to two nominat 'on~.
4. The decision of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation Board of Trustees is final.

ARTICLE 4
Criteria
The fundamental criteria used in the assessment process will be the pursuit of the
objectives underlying the creation of the Prize, and the impact, originality and
innovative qualities of the nominee's r-nntrihi non to the theme at the current
time.

ARTICLE 5
Nominations
1. Fully-grounded nominations will be presented by third parties.
2. Nominations will be submitted exclusively on-line. between 15 February and 15
April, for the respective year, via the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation website
CD.1u:tl/wwvV.prize.gulbenkian.ptlEnqiish) and completed according to the
instructions indicated.
:). In addition to the documents presented with the nominations, the panel may
request further information from nominees.
4. Each member of the panel may nominate up to three other candidates.
5. The Prize will be awarded at a ceremony on 20 July at the headquarters of the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation.

ARTICLE 6
Eligibility
1. The Prize 1S npf'n to individuals or institution ,regardless of nationality.
2. The Pl ize cannot be awarded posthumously or to an institution that has ceased
its activity.
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